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Už se to stalo a děje se to znovu.

Mezi vůdci Bílého klobouku, kteří podporují prezidenta Donalda J.

Trumpa, a těmi, kteří říkají, že Trumpův čas vypršel a že guvernér

Floridy Ron DeSantis nyní představuje budoucnost amerického

konzervatismu, se otevřela další propast. Jak bylo uvedeno dříve,

důstojníci pod velením generála Davida H. Bergera se opakovaně

dohadovali, komu couvnout, přičemž napůl naříkali nad tím, že
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generál Trump neochvějně podporuje. A minulý týden tři vysoce

postavení Bílí klobouky přeběhli do Deep State po krádeži v polovině

období.

"Poraženectví je ve vzduchu." Jsou mezi námi tací, kteří cítí, že Deep

State je nepřekonatelný, že jsme zapojeni do nevyhratelné války, že

nemáme pracovní sílu, abychom ovlivnili změnu, takže skákají z lodi

a plavou k tomu, co si myslí, že bude vítězný tým. To je opak toho, co

jsme viděli před dvěma lety, po krádeži v roce 2020, kdy důstojníci a

poddůstojníci nahoře a dole v představenstvu volali generálu

Bergerovi a říkali 'dostaňte mě do tohoto boje'. Je to problematické,“

řekl zdroj z kanceláře generála Bergera Real Raw News.

Řekl také, že nedostatek politické podpory vrhá pochybnosti na to,

zda mohou Bílé klobouky obnovit v Republice pořádek.

„V roce 2021 jsme měli symbiotické spojení s mnoha konzervativními

zákonodárci. I když nám otevřeně nefandili, pomohli nám na

backendu. Tato podpora se značně zmenšila, protože se zdá, že se

obávají, že spojení s námi zmaří jejich politickou kariéru. A náhlá

nenávist konzervativních médií k Trumpovi nepomáhá věci generála

Bergera,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Řekl, že karikatura Donalda Trumpa jako Humpty Dumpty sedícího

na zdi v New York Post rozzuřila generála Bergera, ale vyvolala

bouřlivý smích u White Hats, kteří považují Trumpa za „poškozené

zboží“. Zdá se, že i Newsmax se obrátil na Trumpa: Když Trumpův

spojenec Mike Lindell šel do vysílání předložit důkazy o volebním

podvodu, moderátor Newsmax John Iadarola ho umlčel a řekl, že ani

on, ani Newsmax nebyli schopni ověřit tvrzení o podvodu ve volbách

v polovině období.

"Nevíme, co by jim Lindell dal, protože neměl dovoleno mluvit." Ale

když máme důkaz o podvodu, sdílíme ho s konzervativními médii a

ta ho bez výjimky odmítají vysílat, protože mají z FCC hrůzu. Existuje
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přímá korelace mezi zlomeninou v hnutí Bílý klobouk a zlomeninou v

Republikánské straně,“ vysvětlil náš zdroj.

Rozpor, dodal, byl umocněn opakovanými Trumpovými útoky na

guvernéry DeSantis a Youngkina, oba považováni za potenciální

rivaly v primárkách v roce 2024.

„Víme, že Trump je otevřený a má za sebou historii přiřazování

oponentů pejorativními přezdívkami. V minulosti to fungovalo v jeho

prospěch, ale nyní má pocit, že jeho nerozvážné údery napáchají více

škody než užitku. Generál Berger ho dokonce požádal, aby zmírnil

rétoriku, ale Trump je Trump. Udělá to, co bude dělat. Bohužel

Trumpova otevřenost, z nedostatku lepšího slova, způsobila, že lidé v

našich řadách věřili, že je Deep State a snaží se hnutí zhroutit,“ uvedl

náš zdroj.

Ale generál Berger, dodal, neustále připomíná svým podřízeným, že

to byl prezident Donald J. Trump, kdo se před svým odchodem z

Washingtonu v lednu 2021 dovolával zákona o povstání z roku 1807,

který umožňoval americké armádě zaměřovat se, zatýkat, zadržovat a

popravovat. Deep Staters, jejichž zrádné činy oslabily národ.

"Gen. Berger bojuje za to, aby Bílým kloboukům vrátil jednotu.

Situace je momentálně bouřlivá. Stále vyhodnocujeme hloubku

volebního podvodu, který se zdá být rozšířený. Potřebujeme

soudržnost, abychom jednou provždy porazili Deep State,“ řekl na

závěr.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.
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Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Návštíveno 49 198 krát, 1 511 návštěv dnes)

Jakmile Trump oznámí, že je zpět a zkorumpovaní budou postaveni

před soud, pak budou mít bílé klobouky opět navrch.

Where is my post? It’s been far more than an hour. I posted right

here under Juiie’s post. If mistaken I’ll apologize.

When I post something I got elsewhere that probably was of interest

to Michael he takes note of it and neglects to display it, is my guess.

I want everyone to look at what’s being said here. I’m pointing out

blatant ignorance here in what was actually said, including by the

General.

“The divisiveness, he added, has been amplified by Trump’s repeated

attacks on Governors DeSantis and Youngkin, both seen as potential

rivals in the 2024 primaries.” If General Berger is really this stupid,

then there never was any hope. Trump has always acted like this it’s

one of the things that made him popular, and as has been said

before, these Governors are Fake Right or deep treasonous DS. To

people aware of what the Uniparty did to the Tea party these are the

same old tricks. If the military is this moronic…well? Also, as I said

before Ron’s wife, I believe has worked for 3 heavily DS companies

including Blackrock.

Then there’s the “Even Newsmax seems to have turned on Trump:”

what’s next “Fox has turned on Trump?” Both has been fighting for

the goons for a while now The 2 brothers running Fox are ardant

Commies. Just outlining how ignorant any of these people would
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have to be to believe any of this. Where is military intelligence. Why

isn’t anybody looking into Uniparty tricks, and how they operate, as

it’s really simle with the slightest check.

And this, “We need cohesiveness to once and for all beat the Deep

State” No, we don’t need cohesiveness with DS plants. More, “Why

can’t we all get along?” glaring idiocy. Just asinine!

Add-on:

I wasn’t even part of the Tea Party, but it only took me a couple days

research to discover how the Uniparty DS Club used their tricks to

infiltrate it and destroy it . And, using the the exact same tricks

they’re using here.

When I was Very Young 12-13 years Old I would Go Out in The Big

woods around our farms and enjoy long walks.

 
No Maps or directions Just Travel. One time It was getting late in the

evening and I didn’t have any lighting with me.

 
and was about a mile north from one of our most northern farms.

 
And I knew there was a large lake surrounded by a Bog. And with

Daylight being Short I found the Edge of the Lake and instead of

going around it I decided to cut straight through it.

 
Right in the Middle of this lake that had Tall Marsh Grass that was

about twice the Hight of my self. I smelled A bear.

 
It was very close and I had to Think about my Choices.

 
Go Back from where I walked From Or Step Forward a Few Feet and

See it The Bear was close to Me. I walked about three Steps and was

clear of this Bear. And continued out across the Marsh Back to our

farm.

Today I am 64 Years Old and How Different Is the World around Me

Compared to When IT Was Back Then.

Are We Brave enough To Take That Three Steps Forward.
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Or Do We Want To Step Go Back While The Sun Is Falling And Be in

the Darkness of Night.

archive.org search

 
creator:”Robert Gregory Boensch”

My Last Post

To The U.S. Army Cyber Command From The Commander Of The

Territory of Michigan.

You will Find Out That This Game Is Over.

 
We Have Won And Soon the People in This State Will Be free.

From

 
The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY.

 
+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

 
2022-11-11

“We don’t know what Lindell would’ve given them because he wasn’t

allowed to speak. But when we have proof of fraud, we share it with

conservative media, and without exception, they refuse to air it,

because they’re terrified of the FCC. There is a direct correlation

between the fracture in the White Hat movement and the

fracture in the Republican party,” our source explained.

To The U.S. Army Cyber Command From The Commander Of The

Territory of Michigan.

Please Investigate the Elements and all the players In Michigan That

Have Failed to Represent Their Constituents.

Elements that prove?

 
THE STATE of MICHIGAN Inc.is a  Racketeer Influenced

and Corrupt Organizations
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And Has Waged War Against these People of The United

States for America!

Under the leadership of Speaker Jason Wentworth 

 
A Republican The Speaker of the House.

I live in Arenac County and have two farms there one in Sims

township

 
and the other in Whitney Township.

 
State Rep. Jason Wentworth was first elected in November 2016 to

the Michigan House to represent the residents of Clare,

Gladwin, Arenac and part of Osceola County.

 
And I met him in Arenac County at The Au Gres Library once.

 
And His Office Was where I Did all of my correspondences with.

 
He Refused to Talk to Me about My Remonstrance.

The Democrats’ plot Succeeds

 
follow the time line and how they kept my remonstrance

from getting in the hands of

 
True Followers of the Constitution.

 
Some are mention in the red highlighted names below

Late in the day on Tuesday, the MI House Republican Caucus, under

the leadership of Speaker Jason Wentworth and House

Caucus Chair Matt Hall, has expelled the popular

conservative MI State Representative Matt Maddock.

Maddock’s most serious crime, however, might be his happy

marriage to the intelligent, outspoken, conservative, and beautiful

MI GOP Co-chair Meshawn Maddock, who has never wavered in

her steadfast support for President Trump.

On Saturday, Michigan establishment Republican lawmakers were

humiliated when 2,000 GOP delegates voted at the state convention

to choose Kristina Karamo as their secretary of state candidate

and Constitutional Attorney Matt DePerno as their candidate to run
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in the general election. Both are grassroots candidates, and with a

few exceptions, like Rep. Matt Maddock, they got no support

from members of the GOP majority Republican House.

The majority of House and Senate Republicans in Michigan fought

hard to convince delegates to support DePerno’s strongest opponent,

Tom Leonard, for the AG spot. Leonard is a fellow establishment

Republican who ran for AG in 2018 and lost to Dana Nessel, giving

Michigan America’s most lawless attorney general.

Michigan GOP delegates, who’ve openly expressed their frustration

with Republican leadership in Lansing for refusing to conduct a

forensic audit of the 2020 election, rebuffed attempts by

establishment Republicans, and overwhelming chose the Trump, and

Meshawn Maddock endorsed candidates, leaving GOP leadership in

Lansing with egg on their faces.

The MI GOP Caucus meets three days a week before they go onto the

floor to discuss legislation. Every elected GOP Rep. is a member of

the caucus. Being excluded from the caucus means you are alienated

from discussing or debating bills with members of your own party

before voting, essentially stripping members of the ability to better

understand bills they’re voting for or against. In the very rare case

that a lawmaker is expelled from the caucus, they are expected to

simply show up and vote.

Maddock’s expulsion from the House Caucus means he can no longer

communicate with other members of the MI GOP about upcoming

bills or any other issues on a private caucus thread. Maddock’s name

was also removed from the MI GOP House website. What that means

is that spiteful MI lawmakers have made it impossible

for Maddock’s taxpaying constituents to locate him on the MI GOP

House website.

There is only One Political Party In Michigan!

Download The Pdf Read the Whole Thing
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Jason Wentworth Michigan Speaker of the House; 

received 2022-04-06

 
 A Remonstrance Being filed and to be acted on for the Common

People of Michigan ;

 
They failed to respond; It’s law Now;

 
In law, acquiescence 

 
The doctrine infers a form of notice that results from silence or

passiveness over an extended period of time.

 
Estoppel is a judicial device in and when used affirmatively by a

plaintiff it is sometimes called a “sword”

 
MICHIGAN Inc.is a  Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt

Organizations;

 
And We the People of Michigan have full control Today;

 
 Robert Gregory Boensch 2022-09-04

Gen. David H. Berger’s 

 
For any one the Questions Who the True enemy Is

 
Print Out this PDF from My Post on Archive -org

From

 
The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY.

 
+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

 
2022-11-11

To President Donald J Trump.

Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the United States,

and of the Militia and Nation Guard etc. of all the States,

And his Hand Picked Military is Active.

Attention.

Gen. David H. Berger.
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I

Robert Gregory Boensch

Present this Facility To Your Service.

The Following

Standish Maximum Correctional Facility

Located in Arenac County Michigan.

Location

 
Standish, Michigan

 
Status

 
Closed

 
Security class

 
Maximum Security (Level V)

 
Capacity

 
604

 
Opened

 
1990

 
Closed

 
October 31, 2009

 
Managed by

 
Michigan Department of Corrections

 
Director

 
Patricia L. Caruso

 
Standish Maximum Correctional Facility (SMF) was a

Michigan Department of Corrections maximum security prison in

Standish, Michigan. The men’s prison was on the south side of M-61.

It was once considered as a potential site for housing detainees to be

relocated from the prison in Guantánamo Bay, Cuba. The

facility was in operation for 19 years, and while empty, still stands to

this day.
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HistoryThe prison opened in 1990. Although scheduled to close on

October 1, 2009, interest in the prison was shortly raised by

the prospects of it housing relocated Guantanamo Bay

prisoners in the continental United States. It consisted of five

88-bed housing units and one 164-bed unit.

This is Just one of Many Sitting Idle in Michigan

 
And Most Of our Congress Members and other Members

the Three Branches of Government Would Find These

Facilities.

 
Fitting for They Have Earned the Right To Reside in Such

Places Maybe Just for a Short Time Or Longer?

The State Of Michigan Has waged War Against Me and My

Fellow Common People of this Territory.

 
For Many a Year Now.

It’s Time To Activate All of Your Military That is Stationed In

Michigan.

 
And Also Bring in Any and All The Support Equipment and Solders.

 
That our Constitution Allows You To Muster for our Defense.

 
From

 
The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

 
For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY.

 
+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

 
2022-11-14

My Last Post?

Thank You.

 
Mr. Michael Baxter.

Share Knowledge and Walk in The Light.
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The Commander Of The Territory of Michigan.

For the Common People.

 
OF THIS COUNTRY.

 
+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

 
2022-11-14

Saw some neat wordplay in your comment: we are now in the “T”

party; the MAGA party with Trump at the lead. The Tea Party was

foreshadowing? (Doubly so!)

I’m beginning to think this article is more optics/theater. I believe

MB reported it exactly as given but it’s my observation that many

credible truthers have been given disinformation. What better way to

confuse the enemy?

PS – Anyone who wants what is probably the best explanation for all

of this out there, go to Rumble and find the video/interview with

SGAnon and Delor Cannon. I’ve been at this for almost a decade, it’s

in my top 3 and was just recorded last week.

Boss Lady,

I agree that it’s likely disinfo, but not for SGAnon’s or X22’s reasons.

They both say it’s to “wake people up,” but close to 80% of the

population was unhappy with the Biden fake administration. You

cannot get any higher than 80%. In AZ main county only 16.9%

actually voted Dem (the others were/are fake). So waking more

people up is BS, but I don’t know why the White Hats figure we need

a NDE scare… that is what they’re doing, and some Truthers said this

was going to happen. Perhaps the majority of the population being

just unhappy is not strong enough.

Yet, me, I want the Truth, not BS.

The XR is S and B, CB, Dave is just Cont OP. Please

 
just do internet search and read up on their Logo
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Interesting you mention “NDE scare”. Have been exploring an NDE

channel on YouTube. This one I saw recently was very interesting, a

pilot ended up in “the impossible now between the past and the

future,” and made some repairs to his future.

I’m doing similar, since watching it, just not as dramatically visually.

Very neat.

Yes, I think we would all benefit from witnessing the NDE

experience, whether personally or as described by others.

It is making me a better person. I am making different decisions. It’s

quite interesting to watch this old guy change.

https ://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O1w0rYE3398

Thank you. I saw the below last night: this man sat in a room with

others, and watched a screen on which was shown a display where

the military was working on the election theft in real time. He had no

way to control it, was just watching the mouse move on the screen,

and different parts of the screen were highlighted as the action went

on.

He saw the theft. As did others in the room; and, the military who

had invited them to be witnesses.

So, whether we actually did gather any data in 2020, now doesn’t

matter! They have the crooks continuing their theft, meaning,

“statute of limitations” hasn’t run out on their earlier crime because

the clock resets as they keep committing crimes (i.e., it’s “time from

the most recent crime” not “time from when the conspiracy started”).

https ://rumble.com/v1te0jy-the-catch-november-10th-2022.html

(Could he be lying? Perhaps. Use discernment with everything,

always.)
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If you want to know about military intelligence look up Kay Griggs on

youtube. I’m wondering just how much “good” guys we have left in

the military.

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

PC). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however last

month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the PC(Personal

PC) for 9 hours per day.

 
For more detail visit this

article.. https://starbucks2.neocities.org/

Last edited 5 hours ago by barshembar

2 years is no time at all considering the corruption that is within. Go

sell your pessimism somewhere else. Only Traitors believe you troll’s

bullshit. Go sell it somewhere else.

I would be saying HALLELUJAH! Only GOD can get us out of this

mess. He has told the prophets that He will defend America and

when that happens, the wishy-washy white hats will be back on

board again. They should think CLOSELY about going against GOD!

I am reminded that FAITH drives out FEAR!

The true Prophets have also said that it all will be in God’s timing

and only when He alone Get’s ALL the Glory…NOT man.

 
I admit that it sure seems like a long haul and I can get weary and I

realize many others are also so I just have to pray more and restore

The Joy of The Lord within me..That takes away the weariness,

refocuses me and restores my faith..

Elijah Streams on Rumble is a platform for the most popular

prophets. Jule Green on Rumble has a podcast weekdays at 7am.

Hank Kunnerman, Robin on the Eleventh Hour, Amanda Grace has a

program, Ark of Grace, Kent Christmas, Johnny Inlow, Mario

Murillo, Timothy Dixon, can be found on YT. Most are on multiple

platforms (Rumble, Bitchute,etc) 2/3 of the Bible was written by

https://starbucks2.neocities.org/
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Prophets. Prophecy is being fulfilled every day. We walk by faith, not

by sight. MSM is 100% deceptive propaganda. God sends his

messengers to warn, comfort, and encourage us.

We have all been duped yet again. The hopium overload on this site

is ridiculous. No watermarked ballots, no big sting operation, no

court decision, no “fraud vitiates everything”, no mass arrests. Only

the most free and fair elections of all time.

 
What you are seeing in the US is what happened in California where

only 25% voted this year with 22.5 million ballots mailed out. 80% in

2020.

 
Do you think they didn’t vote or the ballots went missing?

 
Time for state militia and ordinary citizens to organize a defense and

volunteer for service for General Berger or just bypass Berger all

together but time for action was 6 to 30 years ago.

WHAT WILL WE SAY:???

( Do You Have Any Last Words To Say To Your Creator. )

 
Just before you get a rope for Xmas.

This has been a fight against evil for thousands of years, just to give a

little perspective. We’re doing great, & ready for a Big Revealing.

I was just reminded that it’s always darkest before the dawn. Right

now I feel we are in a very dark moment with election fraud, but I

also believe we had to get to this point because there are STILL some

people that need awakening and this should do it. It’s blatant! After

this, gas and food prices will skyrocket beyond belief and that is

when the majority will finally see what’s been going on. It’s coming I

swear! BUT it’s time also for MAGA to climb out from under the

rocks and be heard finally! We’ve been silent so far at the behest of

the pundits, but it is now time to rise up and take back this country.

The only reason why ANYBODY feels depressed is doing so because

their TV sets TOLD THEM TO IN THEIR LIES ABOUT THE

2022 MIDTERM ELECTIONS! We won 219 Republican wins
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and ONLY 16 wins for the Democrats!!! WAKE UP WAKE

UP WAKE UP!!!

We accomplished our tsunami! 219 to 16! We should have been

dancing in the streets instead of listening to the DEEP STATE

TELL US ABOUT THE ELECTION. THEY LIED AGAIN AND

YOU HAVE LISTENED TO THEIR LIES AND BELIEVED

THEM AGAIN!QUIT IT!!!!! You are crying for nothing!

Are talking about the Candidates supposed to have been endorsed by

Trump? Can you add that qualifier in your comment?

Lol no, she has no clue what she’s talking about. That’s clearly what

Trump meant (which is also a lie btw, he endorsed way more losing

candidates than 16) but Rose thinks there are only 235 elections that

happen on midterm election day apparently

I believe he’s on the Salem News Podcast and Rumble. Also he comes

on a 7pm EDT on Sirius XM Radio station 125.

Try the Mark Levin TV YouTube channel for Sunday, November 13,

2022. Listening to it after I finish here. Cheers

Good speech on Fox over the weekend…. how bad the demonrats

really are for following the Clinton Obama Biden marxism fascism

KM Bull crap

GOOD , thats right were the onus should be , they are DECEIVERS

,Righteous Republicans , PATRIOTS , AMERICAN CITIZENS should

ABSOLUTELY, direct their angst , vitriol , everything negative at

McConnell and McCarthy as well as other establishment controlled

Republican TRAITORS, YES they are TRAITORS, THEY ARE

CRIMINALS, THEY ARE 100 PERCENT NFG. NO FUCKING GOOD.

They should be removed post haste.

Rose. This is absolute nonsense. Dems won hundreds of races in the

midterms. Not 16. Do you understand how midterms work? All 435

seats in the House are up for election. Thousand more elections
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when you include Senate, governors, state legislatures, etc etc.

No way they won hundreds. They may have stolen that many, but

they certainly didn’t win. You did see the cheating in 2020, right?

You are right. The House and Senate is ours but until the Gaslighting

stops and things start happening with either the Military Martial

Law, EBS or even taking Covid Death Shots off of the Market, out of

Pharmacies ect just something to show us and give us hope and show

they are in Control. I know when we lost New Mexico….again,

through blatant Fraud and Ronchettie Conceded not even

questioning it….again, I had a Karen moment melt down and that

was the last straw for me. 43 year Republican now I will go

Independent and the Republicans I won’t forget what they allowed to

happen to my State, Family and fellow New Mexican’s.

I feel your frustration about the Establishment Republican Party. I

ditched the Republican Party back in 1980 and have been a

nonpartisan independent ever since. Best political decision I have

ever made, honestly. Regards

I un-regis-terd from the GOP 5 yrs ago. I do not want to be part of

the corrupt slave system. And it has nothing to do with “party all the

time party all the time party all the time”

Again…. Screw the parties, two wings of the same bird called a

turkey. They are both sides and no choice. Did you ever realize …you

have no choice, this is a head game

They need to TURN OFF the MSM, owned or controlled by five

MAJOR dem supporting corporations to push an dem agenda. 95%

of the MSM is owned or CONTROLLED by them. Take away their

mouthpiece and things will begin to get more manageable!

This guy that calls himself sgt on rumble do a search for “the election

that never happen” … said according to military law there can’t be

and election with a foreign occupier controlling the country. That
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election means absolutely nothing according to military law.

You didn’t win anything … you were allowed to win so you will forget

about the fraud that takes place. Are you willing to leave the voting

machines in place along with the people that stole the elections? Are

you willing to forget about 2020 because you think you can win in

2024 and because you think you win 2022?

SPOT -ON Rose , turn those mind control set off , un plug them if

you have to. FOX, NEWSMAX, are just like the other crap, they too

are zionist jew , CIA CONTROLLED

Adversity weeds out the weak. It’s like a fire that purifies and

strengthens the movement. Stay strong and do not waver…

Adversity either makes people STRONGER or culls out the goats. We

have to NOW declare what side we are on! Do we want to be on the

side of God or Satan. The parties’ agendas are CLEAR!

The democrats ran constant ads on TV about an Amendment, never

saw anything refuting their ads from the Republican side. But the

“evening before” the election we received a land line phone call

telling us to vote NO, from one of our Republican officials.

Republicans need to get their fight on if they want to win anything.

November 13 edition of Mark Levin on YT explains where that

money to run ads comes from, and who makes the decisions on

where it is spent. McTurtle is the issue. I suspect his CCP handlers

courtesy of his Chinese wife factor into his decision making process.

DeSatanis 100% DS as seen by his money handlers. His wife has

worked for Blackrock and you can’t get any more DS of a company

than they are.

MB, you’ve stepped over a red line with this nonsense, as no one

paying any attention would fall for the Fake Right DS governors. . I

doubt everything your sources say now, and I don’t care if it’s

promoted by DS or White Hats. Enough is enough.
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One obvious point is that Newsmax has always been 100% DS run

also, and everyone paying any attention knows that. Presenting them

as on the Right is so Fake it’s absurd.

Stop with the lying crap! I’m disappointed in you and this whole sh*t

show.

I heard on alternative online news that the realization that a sizeable

portion of America will never wake up to reality, has been admitted,

and those who remain asleep will have to be left behind.

Only about 17% of the votes were actual D votes in this last election

the rest were Fake votes.

An honest poll suggested 79% of the population were at least upset

with the way the Biden administration was handling things.

Called collateral damage in war….and we are in a war….time to move

on and win this war GENERAL BERGER….CALLING OUT FROM

THE BACK OF THE ROOM…..CAN YOU HEAR THE AMERICAN

PEOPLE NOW BERGER?

Sad, but probably true………. At some point, maybe NOW, the

Patriots are going to have to act without them…….

I no longer care if those idiots are still asleep, if the high gas, high

food prices, high crime won’t wake them up then they are a lost

caused. Time to start arresting these traitors, all of them. Forget

these losers too much time has been wasted, as for Durman he drag

his feet, 3 years of investigation to came to nothing!

Enough is enough our country may not have two more years with this

Trojan Horse Joe and his bad, failed policies.

The election fraud was blatant back in 2020 … did the people wake

up then? And tell us what if the people who are asleep don’t regain

consciousness after this? We just let this BS continue until they do?

Really?
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The wh are out of time … they either put up or STFU. No more carrot

on a stick. If they continue to do nothing they are in clear violation of

the Constitution.

I hope that’s not what he’s announcing because most people already

have figured that he’s going to run,I hope that he is announcing that

they rigged the election once again as Phil Godlewski said that he and

others watched it on their computers explaining how it was done in

the link below

 
https:/ /rumble.com/v1tsbx8-phil-godlewski-military-is-the-only-

way.html

Yes. Why doesn’t Pres Trump put all the fraud information on his

own site for everyone to view?

But they sure dont know how to cheat without being caught! Its time

to move, Im tired of “we need people to wake up”! If they arent by

now, tough shit. They are comatose. Pour out ALL the truth. That

will wake them!

Too many boosters makes one brainwashed eternally. MK Ultra

anyone? Guess what…It works swimmingly with those that have been

jabbed repeatedly….now for the others.

I agree … all they would have to do is shut down the corporate media

turn on the EBS and present the evidence to the people, that will

wake up most. But the military won’t do it because it would work.

What does the deep state knowing how to read have to do with

putting up the fraud info?

Guest ask a very good question.

When law enforcement is trying to catch criminals, they don’t put on

their site WHO they expect did something–they will want to follow

up with everyone they are connected to. Don’t quit your day job to be

a crime fighter!
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Law enforcement is not suppose to wait for public approval before

going after someone that has committed a crime.

I don’t follow him,I have a friend that does,but I watched the video

and everything he said coincides with what’s going on as he talked

about treason and executions

Hi Stacy, did you know that Phil Godlewski pled guilty to repeatedly

having sex with a 15-year-old from a high school baseball team he

was coaching in 2010? I was under the impression that you guys

don’t really like pedophiles and groomers

“In 2010, Godlewski was indicted for statutory sexual assault,

aggravated indecent assault, and a host of other crimes after

allegedly carrying on a sexual relationship with a 15-year-old girl

while he was 28 and working as a high-school baseball coach.

Godlewski ultimately avoided the most serious charges over the

alleged relationship by pleading guilty to a misdemeanor charge for

corruption of a minor.”

thedailybeast.com/qanon-conspiracy-theorist-admitted-to-

corrupting-minor

NoI didn’t,I will check it out,perv better not be lying about the

elections,Thanks Lloyd

I had heard he was dirty and had been involved in a sex-with-a-

minor case but I did not know the details. I just didn’t like him on a

visceral level.

If people like this guy Phil can see something like that then why isn’t

the military able to see it? Why the investigation of the obvious?

Stalling for time?

 
Considering past Trump announcements I figure tomorrows big

announcement will be another nothing burger … remember the 7 day

countdown back in Sept.?
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If tomorrow is a big nothing burger I’m throwing in the onion

rings,and I’m not talking about him running in 2024 because we all

know he’s going to run,him announcing that he is running in 2024

will have me thinking that he’s involved because he has said that we

won’t have a country in 2024 many times…I want to hear that all of

the deep staters have been executed or that he is still

president….those are announcements

DT is a FM and part of CB. Please just look into him. I been into this

junk for about 40 years and he had me conned for a year. I quit all a

year ago and just read comments like these keep thinking there may

be some real WH that don’t work with DT.

If Trump’s important message is that he’s going to run in 2024 then

he’s just pacifying us. The patriotic spirit and trust will hit rock

bottom. Wasn’t the military monitoring all states in this election. If

even the most minor evidence of fraud occurred they should have

shut the election down immediately and sounded the EBS!

Last edited 8 hours ago by Jennifer

No idea what he is going to say but I can tell you he is CB, please just

look into him lots of videos that can SHOW you. This alone should

prove it DT uses FM gestures a lot, hmmmmm isn’t that just weird

I pray for the God-Given Right To Live With Peace & Freedom for all

Americans, that you are right, Mr. Williams.

I listened to an interview on beforeitsnew.com with SG Anon and

Obama and Michael Robinson is going to be done as a televised

Tribunal… Please check it out, there was some other very nice

nuggets in it..

They have already been defeated and sent home to Hell. Obama

today is a plant. The real Hussein is DOA.
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We might NOT be able to do it alone, but God can do the impossible

and He has told the prophets that He will! With God on our side, it

wouldn’t matter if there were only ONE White Hat against them all.

Unfortunately for some, God will be taking notes about who was

NOT standing on His side.

HAHAHAHA. Thanks for the good laugh. Being gullible is a disease…

you and so many other lost souls will follow this crap to the grave.

Glad I woke up from the qtard mess a while back and realized it was

all a ruse. There still time to save your sanity but if you continue

down the real raw (hopium) news track you will be lead off a cliff.

I disagree. If Trump announces he’s standing in 2024 that’s the

worst thing he can do. It will mean that he conceded he lost in 2020.

He should never concede. Btw he wouldn’t win anyway, it will just be

another fraudulent Election.

And if Trump doesn’t make the announcement you expect what

then? What happened to “we have it all” and “the patriots are in

control”? Does this report give an indication that they are in control?

 
I willing to bet the big Trump announcement tomorrow is going to be

another nothing burger.

Instead of activating the EBS and hopping on the election fraud with

arrest they are ONCE AGAIN are making excuses why they don’t take

action. Which means they are in violation of the Constitution.

People we are being PLAYED … surely you can see that!

Oh hum bug. Just start shooting them. Pick away at the pile and it

will soon be gone.

Then that needs to be exposed. The white hats have control of the

Emergency Broadcast System. They need to take advantage of that.

White hats need to publicize the mass arrests and the crimes of the

guilty. Unless and until that happens, the American public will go on

believing whatever the mainstream media tells them.
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The dead would be replaced with clones who are prepared to hit the

ground running without missing a beat.

Little babies cannot take thew wind and need papy to shade them

from harm…

 
Sorry this is not how I was told The Military was

 
Maybe wokness just make his place after all…

Newsmax never was conservative they were the one who gave 1

million to Clinton foundation & just that alone speak for itself

Lindell speak a lot but never got to any fixing of 2020, so is Flynn

and Byrne who was telling everyone that Arizona would be the 1st

domino to fall… and was just another NOTHING burgher…

None of them ever worked to remove & ban voting machines while

Trump always targetted the machines…

Nonetheless, I prefer to have themm all exposed so we can get rid of

them all

 
I do NOT want in The Military people with NO SPINE who turn with

the wind direction.

Thanks To Gen. H. Berger to stand firm !

I Stand with Trump since day one and until the end.

 
I don,t think I will be disappointed… but I can’t say for those who

don’t.

I can,t stand with wind turning people who just think about

themselves and cannot see the bigger pictures or do their own

research to find out… if they would have they would know who

Trump is and who DeSantis is

Your choices are yours to makke

 
I hope you will choose wisely

 
It will not have a 2nd chance on that
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I believed that Pres. Donald Trump and Ron DeSantis would be a

great team in 2024.

 
After the incident of thieving bastard FEMA intel, broke into

evacuated homes to loot them!

 
DeSantis DID NOTHING, FOR FLORIDA, except bargained Florida

Hurricane Ian Victims, for

 
” Joe Biden’s Donation $$$$$$$$. ”

 
I believe that DeSantis Is A Deep State Informant.

 
* It’s a bit concerning for me, of WHY? Ron DeSantis was ” visiting

GITMO 3 months ago.

I don’t think we will see DeSantis & Trump on the same side…

DeSantis is linked with too much lefties crap and even helping them

to go away with it.

His wife Casey, I suspect struck a deal with her “cancer” story who

did not even last 1 week…

I’m to believe she is the informant you are talking about and I’m not

so sure DeSantis has not been replaced with a clone/double since

Surfside when he called MOSSAD to come to the rescue while doing

NOTHING such for IAN but letting FEMA make their law on the

land

It,s difficult to try to figure out who is who and who is a character

and which side he is playing.

Some are complaing about hearing about a “movie”… complaint as

much as you want but this is INFORMATION WAR using PsyOPs

which is totally legal when INSURRECTION do happen like

November 03rd 2020 which Trump made it official with the signing

of Act of 1807

We People are just pawn trying to figure out a much larger operation

we do not control or understand.
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Knowing Trump life of work, I prefer to let him do the way he

wants… if he does it it is in the best interest of everyone

If you would be in his shoes you too you would have to make a

decision among 2 bad because there is NO good one and it will have

consequences anyway and of course your opponents (or the fake

Patriots) will use it against you to throw you away.

This is war and in all war it has consequences.

 
Movie???

 
Reality-Movie would be more appropriate as consequences are real

DeSantis need to be fully exposed so those who called out Trump will

look funny & irrelevant and linked with a POS

Think Durham… a huge NOTHING Burger who went nowehere after

6 years in hidding… People needed to see by themselves he was a

nothing Burger

Have it all???

Yes, But Trump has it all

 
Why do you think they try so hard to get him out???

 
Oh! maybe because he is one on them like some say to try to be

relevant…

Trump did not leave a success business to come to be deamened as

man in a political circus

 
He came to take down the house of Card of The Deep state CABAL.

 
He put front & center the men & women he want you to find out

about them… he won’t tell you, he can’t, he is The President

 
You must read between the lines

Draw your own conclusion

Great Becaue I don’t care what you think

 
Lick Biden diaper commie !!

GFY !!
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Last edited 13 hours ago by WindGhost

I stand with Trump because GOD stands with Trump. Fear not

appears in the Bible 365 times, enough to remember it once a day.

FAITH drives out FEAR! Decide which SIDE you are on.

The ALL they have is enough to convict EVERYONE of the Deep

State criminals and traitors. They also have $34.7 quadrillion in gold,

artifacts and cash that belonged to the cabal and the WEF.

yea, the Qtards are still trusting the plan. Part of the trusted plan is

to erase the sw border such that we can deluge america with 3rd

world brown skinned shit-birds.

You will see who the Qtards are. God has a GOOD memory of who

supported HIS agenda.

Trump is lying to you Rose. By your logic there were only 235 races

in the midterms. This is complete nonsense. Dems won hundreds or

races and they held Senate control.

EVERYONE in the Congress isn’t up for election at the same time.

Read your civics books! Also those elections would not be counting

the governors, who appoint open seats that I expect will be occurring

in the Congress shortly as the traitors are arrrested.

Every House seat is up for reelection.every two years. Senate terms

are 6 years. Read YOUR civics books, lol. There are 435 House seats

so that alone is way way over Rose’s belief that there are only 235

races in the midterms. Far more when you include Senate, governors,

secretaries of state, etc etc

The Patriots are in control. They have every video & audio of

everything done or said. This is not some pansy ass planning. The

plan was begun after JFK was shot in Dallas. It has been in place,

studied and tweaked many times before the public became aware.
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Only weak minded people will believe your and other trolls bullshit.

This is a war of information as well as misinformation. Your ass is

blowing in the wind.

I am beginning to think the ONLY Patriots are We The

People….everyone else is just capitalizing on the propaganda just like

the DS media. Time the whole country rise up and tale this war in

our hands….there IS NO FOOD OR GAS SHORTAGE IT IS ALL A

CONTROLLED ILLUSION. At the expense of US.

Well yeah Michael Baxter is scamming the hell out of you guys with

this bullshit

‘White Hat’ credibility is on the line. The 2020 election fraud should

have been resolved before now. The testimony in an Italian court

alone should have been enough. So we have been teased with ‘Gitmo’

trials that look more and more unlikely, when you see presumed

executed people in public like Alec Baldwin. No one could wear a

mask or have a robot perform with voice and mannerisms equal to

his disgusting style. Please prove me wrong. Give us a tour of the

’empty’ White House for starters. That would win my support.

Enjoy the show, remember what the WH’s said? yea man, remember

euro trash simon parkes and charlie ward kept saying we should kick

back and enjoy the show!

Eww, I really detest those two men and I think the time for enjoying

the show is over. Think about what those guys say? They’re never

never correct.

Now we are being double and tripled teamed by Trolls. Soros money,

hell it is probably our own tax money, goes far and wide. I abhor

traitors and so does Almighty God. You don’t have to believe in Him

to suffer His displeasure. You Soros-pawns are not going to like

hellfire for eternity. That is your fate unless you come to the Lord.

Choose wisely.
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The SHOW would have been over a LONG TIME ago if folks had

been repenting. That is why God told the prophets HE hasn’t cleared

things up yet. I personally think that God will just have to take some

stubborn folks OUT like He did with the flood and Sodom and

Gomorrah. God has already told the prophets that the Courts won’t

fix this and the Congress won’t fix this, but it WILL be fixed and

when it is everyone will know that only God could have done this!

The show is right on target. We beat the Democrats 219 wins to their

measly 16. We whipped them bad and their tv cheerleaders are lying,

hoping to convince us of it. You are not fooling this person. 219 to 16

is a definite routing.

OH OH..someones going to get labeled a “troll and “shill” from

RRN’s faithful followers and believers

Just look at the video’s of the outside of the white house. Biden’s are

“missing” key architectural pieces on the front. Deep fakes can be

done instead of masks and they look and sound “amazingly real”. I

do agree that it seems that no one has the B***S to do anything in

our Military even though evidence stares you in the face. (More

ballots that the population of many counties). Also,… (EXACT same

number of votes and vote ratio’s) in many counties also. Complete

DUPLICATES of each other. Everyone really knows that there is only

1 way out of this mess.

Two very important things recently happened: 1) Evelyn Rothschild

was put to death. (A VERY BIG DEAL); 2) The Democrat money

laundering operation in Ukraine vis a vis FTX was exposed and lots

of people have lost tons of money. They’re going to be very, very

angry when they find out they’re broke. Not enough attention is

being given to these things in the MSM. BTW, Evelyn R’s death is

being reported as “natural”. It wasn’t. The Rockefellers in the U.S.

need to be next. The media needs to be taken over. No one can win a

war if the media is working against them.
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well said re Rothschild and FTX Ukraine money laundering.

However, regarding winning the war … yes media need checking …

but the key thing is, even with everything apparently against you, and

the msm lying their asses off, nothing can prevail if God is with you.

Your credibility is NIL. You try to make the weak believe your

misinformation. Take your lies and go to Hell, spawn of Satan.

Yes, it should have been resolved! Had the Italian been the ONLY

ONE who did the fraud, it would have been. Unfortunately, there

were multiple facets and much Deep State dirt. America’s enemies

are foreign AND domestic, and citizens are paying the paychecks of

SOME of these traitors with tax dollars.

The movie industry has used doubles and CGI

 
for the longest time.

They don’t talk about it much.

They don’t want to spoil the magic of movies.

Not surprising there’s turmoil when they’re letting the Republic be

destroyed and its citizens grievously injured and killed.

ye of little faith!

don’t you know illegal aliens raping 9year old girls in border towns is

part of the Q plan? Just trust the plan man! Kick back and enjoy the

show!

lolololololol. The Black Hats are the ones leaving the borders wide

open. They are the ones that want to create chaos. Evil thrives on

chaos, evil rapes and kills. Evil pays people to spread misinformation

to cause doubters to doubt. Evil is ever present and always working

to point to others and blame them for their evils doings. You Julie

are evil and just one of Legions.

Last edited 11 hours ago by WatchfulOne
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just more nonsense in the endless Red vs Blue saga of Black Sun and

Order of the Dragon. They ALL need to go. The fake white hats along

with them.

one day you will realize its all on big con and there are no white hats.

why would they? the us military has been controlled by the satanists

for 100 years.

Jan, do you not know that your thoughts are being swayed by these

Evil ones?

If I am not mistaken, long ago Jim Stone ( voterig dawt komm )

called Newsmax ‘Newsvax’ because they were ‘pro jab’ during the

Plandemic. Who knows, perhaps long ago the paymasters were able

to infiltrate the truther movement and independent news media

outlets to ‘flip’ them into ‘sleeper agents’ to be activated at the

appropriate time. Mr. Lindell being silenced on the Newsmax show is

proof of that which leads to their fear of the FCC which doesn’t exist

anymore since ‘USA, INC.’ is officially kaput per RRN and various

other online truther sources. I sincerely hope General Berger gets the

help he needs stay in the fight to help liberate the USA from the

paymasters.

the people had a chance to do something about it on jan 6th and the

deep state leader drump told them to remain peaceful. no bloodshed.

Bro none of this is true. There is no secret faction of the military.

You’re reading bullshit some loser made up to scam gullible people

out of money.

General Patton would be really disappointed. There are 100 million

patriots just in the US alone that support President Trump, not to

mention the other millions and millions worldwide. We are pissed off

at what happened with the elections. We trusted you when you told
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us “we got this” . The military needs to get it together and put this to

an end right now before it’s taken to the streets by WE THE

PEOPLE. THE TIME IS NOW!

Does pretending to be some kind of brave freedom fighter on the

internet give your life meaning?

Are you and idiot? Why attack her? She’s right. Right is might. Right

will prevail. And people that know the truth must stand in it and not

waiver.

I’m fucking in! Tell patriots when and where?!! Where are the retired

military? You swore an oath.. period! All we need is to be organized.

Would be most well-armed and largest army in the history of the

world. Shit… tell us what to do if the military has no spine to do it! I

know… your pension, something you should disregard as you won’t

need it in a destroyed America!

I do not believe Patton would be disappointed. I believe Trump has

still got it right, and that, to those who can see, the spirit of Patton

shines bright and clear through Trump. Things had to come to this

point. Q said “Military is the only way” for a reason. Q also said

disinformation is necessary. Think carefully about that.

At this point, it doesn’t matter if the whole military hates Trump.

Their job is to uphold the Constitution and stop and prosecute

treason.

By the way this is from a whistleblower who got the green light to say

that.

It may just to poke us about how we will react

 
How are we standing with President Trump

 
Who are the infiltrator fake Patriot who are in fact commies

Nothing happens for nothing

Last edited 15 hours ago by WindGhost
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No more damn games! My kids play those! We are adults… let us

decide once you share the truth with us…. Assuming it exists! There

are millions that will not wait much longer, myself included! Enough

of the optics, movie, or even if it is real shit! Let’s go!

an by the way you did played the Deep State games for ALL your

freaking life…

Let’s not forget about that

My gun safe begs to differ! That is the problem with Americans.. we

“pay” people to do things for us! We need to help ourselves! Get off

our lazy, stupid, self-absorbed, fast food eating, social media loving,

crying closet/safe space needing asses and take charge! Google or

Uber or Facebook or Twitter or instagram or tok tok or utube will not

fix this for us! WE HAVE TOO! Can we find one retired military to

start?! Probably not!

Now maybe you do understand why Trump wanted to wait until after

the mid-term

 
He knew it would have a cheat again

 
Now he wants to know who stand with him & against him

Let’s the commies expose themselves and take side with

DeCommie… I means DeSantis…

The White Hats have to do something of real substance in front of

everyone RIGHT NOW! If those in the know in your own ranks are

defecting, how can you expect the rest of us to hold on to hope?

 
If there is bloodshed, so be it. If you are waiting for the masses to get

it, it’ll never happen. I know it’s been an intricate plan, but

somewhere in the plan must be something SUBSTANTIAL that can

be done NOW!

This is unadulterated horseshit. The government of the US is totally

and irrevocably corrupt. These stories about military being some

savior of the American people is equally corrupt. As other have said,
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the military takes an oath upon joining to defend the constitution

again all enemies foreign and domestic. They don’t take an oath to a

President, Congress or a political party. With what’s happening to

this country the fact they do nothing as they are required to do to

save the Constitution shows they are as corrupt as the rest of the

Government. At this point the only way out is for people to rise up

and rid this country of the criminals like they did in France in the

French Revolution when things were so bad there was no other

option but we are bot holding our breath waiting for it to happen.

Yes.. anyone if say colonel or the equivalent in any other branch is

military is a POLITICAL APPOINTEE.. period! They answer to their

congressional masters! Wake up fools!

Clowns like you want to start another Civil War.

Exactly what we do NOT need.

A lack of intelligence,

 
combined with an armed mob,

is a formula for DISASTER.

““Defeatism is in the air. There are those among us who feel the Deep

State is unbeatable, that we’re engaged in an unwinnable war, that

we don’t have the manpower to affect change, so they’re jumping

ship and swimming to what they think will be the winning team. This

is opposite of what we saw two years ago, after the 2020 steal, when

officers and NCOs up and down the board were calling Gen. Berger

and saying ‘get me in this fight.’ It’s problematic,” a source in Gen.

Berger’s office told Real Raw News.”

 
““We don’t know what Lindell would’ve given them because he

wasn’t allowed to speak. But when we have proof of fraud, we share it

with conservative media, and without exception, they refuse to air it,

because they’re terrified of the FCC. There is a direct correlation

between the fracture in the White Hat movement and the fracture in

the Republican party,” our source explained.”
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There is division and hatred and defeatism all around. BUT I WILL

NOT BOW TO THE DEEP STATE JUST BECAUSE

CONSERVATIVES ARE TERRIFIED OF THEIR DEEP STATE

BOSSES PAYING THEIR BILLS. None of us should ever bow to the

enemy and say. “here we give up, have at us, kill us all,” like they are

calling on people to kill themselves in Canada. And eventually those

who refused will be forcibly suicided or killed for the NWO brought

to you by Lucifer & Hell co.

WE WILL NEVER EVER EVER GIVE UP.

Thanks for the report, Mike, we all have some serious war waging in

high places to do.

For the kingdom of God is not in word, but in power.

“In 2010, Godlewski was indicted for statutory sexual assault,

aggravated indecent assault, and a host of other crimes after

allegedly carrying on a sexual relationship with a 15-year-old girl

while he was 28 and working as a high-school baseball coach.

Godlewski ultimately avoided the most serious charges over the

alleged relationship by pleading guilty to a misdemeanor charge for

corruption of a minor.”

thedailybeast.com/qanon-conspiracy-theorist-admitted-to-

corrupting-minor

Defeatism is in the air for losers.

Patriots do not listen to trash and propaganda.

Patriots do not listen to the weak and fearful.

Trump did not invoke the insurrection act. Also, if Berger lead the

white hats, the idiot and thief, could and would sack Berger in a New

York minute.
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I remember believing the articles here at first, but nothing happened

as predicted. Stories were even removed, if you have been following

this site since the beginning.

Chris, please elaborate on the evidence you have that the

Insurrection Act was enacted by Trump. And as far as stories being

removed, you would know if you paid attention but more specifically

the ones I recall are when he stated trump would be back on July 4th

of 2021 and that he would be back in March of 2020 just to name 2.

I’m hoping this is false news they are giving you Michael. Going with

the deep state so they could be on winning side is not someone you’d

want on your side anyway.

Sounds like a false flag! Unless everyone has given up….. this is

disinformation designed to confuse and perhaps reveal

loyalties…….which may be what is needed to route out the

infiltrators…… WWG1WGA

The military under Trump also began targeting individuals in bars

who were outspoken against the government and the Covid sham.

People refusing to mask and speaking out about not getting

vaccinated were made fools of and “leaned on” myself included. It all

makes sense now in hindsight but at the time was very confusing to

comprehend.

The Q folks are rolling over backwards with this RRN piece. “IF”…the

biggest little word in the dictionary……but, let’s use it…if, the

“military” was in control….this would have been solved 2 yrs ago……

any good theories out there as to “why” “they” would stay silently on

the sidelines as all the unconstitutional acts are piling up ??????

They have been infiltrated by Khazarian agents. Trump may not even

be Trump. RRN even wrote an article on one double agent that they

arrested. Surely, they realize that there is more than one. Get,

‘Trump’s,’ DNA and compare it to previously gathered samples. Then

they would know. Clarity of purpose, and will to act, ARE being
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eroded. We must, ALL of us, if we really do care, become active at

our local grassroots level, to get rid of the machines that count our

votes with weighted percentages, and pass laws giving authority to

randomly selected, and then trained, armed citizen oversight of the

counting of the votes, and video records of chain-of-custody archived

and viewable online by any American. WE, have to get involved. WE,

have to pass the law, effecting this change. WE, have to do it. Sitting

on our asses and armchair quarterbacking, just makes us the do

nothing bitches. It’s going to be HARD, no doubt, but is there

something else you’re (us collectively) doing that is more important?

All the best to you!

This is not helping Mr Baxter! The truth I suspect is that what

Epstein revealed was much worse than imagined and has delayed!

But consider that certainly Hollywood is empty , Washington is

empty , the noose is working and here in UK the royals are mostly

gone and others are obviously doubles! QFS is we are told trading

and Brics countries are certainly moving together … things are

happening … not sure I believe a word of this ! Other sources indicate

a closed door of information at present ! If military doesn’t do the job

, militia will and underground !

The appearance of power is just as important and effective as actual

power. If all their tentacles are still moving then it is assumed that

the Octopus is not dead yet even though it has been stabbed in its

three hearts and bleeding out slowly.

lmao…. maybe the vax pimp drump wasnt the right man for the job.

Next time pick a non cuck coward who isnt afraid of the satanic

media and the satanists themselves.

Bolsanaro in brazil is pulling a 2020 trump. He’s letting the

communist be president in a sting op so that the worldwide WH’s

can scoop up the BH’s! It’s going on all over the world! We’re saved!

Just trust the Qfuck’s plan man!
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We want Trump! Period. ALL the Anons are talking about it. They

say Desantis can be President at a later date but we NEED Trump

now. And Newsmax has been a turncoat for a while now. None of us

watch them and have not for a LONG time. They turned on Trump

when he was still visibly President. I am completely discouraged

from the cheating. Michigan cheated again and because they were

smoother at it, no one thinks they cheated. Gateway Pundit realizes it

though and have several articles on just the Michigan cheat.

Looks like RRN and its faithful followers has its out when none of

this stuff that supposedly happened or going to happen, doesn’t pan

out.

Um, maybe people have lost faith because nothing has happened.

Literally nothing. No arrests, Durham, tunnel children, safeguarded

elections, EBS, boom days, boom weeks, trials, executions, etc etc

etc.

Now, for those that will say ‘they’ve all happened, we just haven’t

seen it yet!’, Why haven’t we seen anything? Does it make more sense

that nothing has happened, or hundreds of people have been

arrested and executed, and been replaced by clones? That no

children were pulled from tunnels, or 350 million Americans (all

with phones and cameras), were unable to snap a single picture?

And what kind of genius makes a ‘plan’ to let your opponents win for

years and years? That would be like a boxer not throwing a punch for

11 1/2 rounds, hoping to land one knockout punch with 10 seconds

left, and be pissed when people don’t bet on him to win. Either all of

this crap is completely fake, or the plan has failed because it’s the

dumbest plan in the history of the world. There is literally no other

option.

Regardless, I’ll keep reading here because it’s entertaining. But as far

as there being a great plan to save humanity? I’m out
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There is no media coverage that will tell you what is truthfully going

on. They are FAKE. Isn’t that why you seek out sites like this one for

the real information? If this site wasn’t giving us insight into what is

going on that the media won’t tell us, then tell me why Michael

Baxter hasn’t been arrested by the military generals whom he has

given us great detail about.

You really seem to have no idea of the scale of what we are fighting,

nor of the hidden help we’ve been getting. You need to study Truth

101 a lot more carefully and respectfully. That is where God works.

No matter how high up in the ranks, human beings are subject to

losing faith. It’s the only thing that will save us. Not man, not

elections, but God and having faith that He will right the wrong that

has been done to His nation. We are soldiers of Christ… or we are

not. Choosing seems to be very difficult for some…especially the

powerful.

It seems obvious now that only an Exodus II worldwide will take out

the deep state heads. That is what is prophesied by Julie Green and

others.

 
The death angels will take care of the problem. Many of them are of

nephilim DNA, they say there are too many humans.

 
God will do to them what he did to their ancestors at the Flood.

Julie Green has given the people a lot of hopium about God’s people

winning on all fronta. The red wave was inflated with hot air and

deflated at the election. WH/GOP is so powerless that even a dead

candidate won a seat! Nobody should believe her anymore.

One thing for sure would end the deep state would be a public

execution of John Brennan or Hussein to THE world. It seems like

even Berger is compromised too.

Dear Mr. Baxter: I’d like to encourage you to draw a comic strip. I

think you might be happier. Seriously, after you and the boys get

done half-assing us into our ascension into higher consciousness,
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how’s about you and me sitting down to write your story up? PS: In

the meantime, there’s all kinds of story ideas on those old Three

Stooges movies. Your friend and fellow traveler, WrongWayCorrigan.

BTW, Episode 30 publishes by the end of the afternoon.

General Burger is right, President Trump invoked

 
the insurrection act of 1807. President Trump had everything why

would he put himself and his Family thru this? Love of God, Country

and Family.

DeSantis allowed Fema to come into Florida and shoot citizens on

their rooftops who were trying to escape the water. Seven people

were killed by Fema that we know of. Others had their homes looted

and all the guns were taken. He sounds like Hitler to me and if

people vote for him woe to them. He is a snake in the grass. When he

disallowed alot of covid restrictions it was just to set himself up as a

good guy. Can’t anyone play life straight anymore??? Strap them on

Trump.

Those who are defecting have been successfully divided by the Deep

State and are showing their true colors now, as are many others. It’s

all a show.

Revelation 13:4

 
And they worshiped the dragon which gave power unto the beast,

and they worshiped the beast, saying, “Who is like unto the beast?

Who is able to make war with him?”

Where is this biblical you have been talking about. I haven’t seen any

thing biblical. If you’ve seen something biblical, reply here.

Last edited 14 hours ago by Son of Ethan Allen

“they’re jumping ship and swimming to what they think will be the

winning team”
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Yep, that’s the easy thing to do. Trouble is, what I see happening

outside of the US and the UK, is there is a growing movement away

from the US and UK (banking system) because more and more

leaders see what is coming. With so many pundits calling for a

collapse of the European banking system, these leaders have to be

VERY worried about what will unfold next year. There is also a

growing recognition in the UK as to who is responsible for all these

problems, and it increasingly looks like the people will be the ones to

deal with it.

This defection nonsense can be summed up in one word: Fetterman.

The idea that we can have not one, but two apparent vegetables now

occupying political office should end all debate. Looking forward to

the end of this charade.

Well, the so called white hats did nothing after 2020 election was

stolen. Only God can help America now.

I sincerely believe this was The Sting, Part 2, for the benefit of our

dear Normies who are a little slow on the uptake. Even a dog will

stop pooping in the house if you rub their nose in it a couple times.

Further proof is [President] Trump’s strange optimism in spite of

everything….especially that delightful smirk. Ya gotta love it! He

knows something we don’t. Everything is going to plan.

Therefore, I think His Big Announcement will be that

WE GOT EM, FOLKS.

 
WE GOT EVERYTHING!!

Trump can never be the one to announce the election fraud,

pedophiles, satanic Hollywood, and Deep State evilness. Civilian

Democrats and some Republicans hate him and already think he is a

control freak. This must come from the military, who most people

would believe over Trump. The military must also include in their
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announcement the sheer psychopathic actions of Hillary, Bushes,

Obamas, Podesta, Comey, Gates, etc, as well as how Trump fought

child and human trafficking and the NWO agenda.

Well, being first is not a good place right now. We are in a land of

confusion. Albeit maybe it is being done purposefully. Just as

everything we see,what we are taught/indoctrinated into for

millenia… is fake. That story can go either way. I believe not to

believe everything or anything. If the time line of our earth is off by

1000-1250 year as discovered by russian mathematician Anatoly

Fomenko, there is the possibility of the dark ages were the golden age

and the short period of time that satan is loosed is happening right

now. We really dont know,we have been indoctrinated with lies and

told they are the truth. The dark ages being the 1000 yr reign of

Christ on earth, covered up by the parasites running the show. Most

if not all of our indoctrinated li(V)es we have lived are lies. The

possibility still remains as this… is this all a big lie or what? Quantum

computer generated psyop to overcome the masses. So far of what I

listened to on this audio I can relate to is striking my curiosity level

take a listen Play recording: The Moonchild, The Election, and the

Coming Beast System (twitter.com)

Those who think DeSantis is the future of the Republican Party

should see who are the people propping him up to be their candidate

for the 2024 presidential election. I thought these military high

ranking personnel are intelligent and have critical thinking skills and

common sense. Now we know who are the real patriots in the MAGA

movement.

DeSantis they can control but not President Trump.

 
The two Mc’s are traitors to the American people. I can understand

the Democrat but the Republicans are truly wimps!

The DS will let DeSantis win as he is their Trojan horse. Of course,

people will point to his achievements.

https://twitter.com/i/spaces/1djxXlmzOZdxZ?s=2
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Excuses, excuses once again for the military not fixing this election,

just like in 2020..and the borders. Military only helps and protects

other counties, not America…they stand down and do pretty much

nothing-worthless…losing respect for the US military. Who the hell

would want to join this military that does not protect America. Those

white hats that are turning aganist Trump are saying that’s it’s OK to

cheat and steal elections. No sense in ever voting again..

Can’t blame them can you. We’re all at the end of our waiting and

wishing and hoping. Whoever Trump is listening to is leading us to

destruction. Gen. Flynn? His daughter? He’s sure not listeing to us. I

know that he’s happy not being harassed by the communist news

networks but is that any reason to leave us behind? OH COME ON! I

don’t even want to hear about politics any more!

After winning the war, Mao asked people for suggestions for

improvements. Then came the cultural revolution and the people

who made suggestions (still not indoctrinated enough) were killed.

Vůbec nechápu, jak Trump vyřeší problém krádeže voleb bez

podpory armády, která musí zachovávat ústavu a zákony, když bílé

klobouky řekly, že budou studovat volby a v několika státech tam

byly problémy, jsou videa a nedošlo k žádnému zatčení nebo chtěli,

aby ho Trump šel zatknout, neobviňujte Trumpa z neštěstí, které

máme

 

 


